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The purpose of the study is the identification of directions of modern state’s environmental security ensuring in the context of sustainable development.

Problem statement

• The analysis of key legal normative documents in the aspect of succession in the sphere is carried out.
• The concept «environmental security» is clarified.
• The key directions of environmental policy in the Russian Federation are defined at the current stage.
Solution methods

- Comparative legal
- Logical juridical
Conclusions

Results, implementation

• The analysis of legal and regulatory framework in the sphere of national security of the Russian Federation shows great importance of environmental security establishment in our country. This involves complementarity in actions of political and social institutions at the federal, regional and municipal levels as well as at the community initiatives, support non-profit organizations.

• Another important component of modern policies in the area of environmental responsibility is increasing environmental responsibility of industries, support of labour-intensive technologies focused on establishment of environmental well-being.
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